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Sonata in E major, Hob. XVl:31 
Moderato 
Allegretto 
Finale - Presto 
Sonata in F-sharp Major, Op.78 
PROGRAM 
Adagio cantabile - Allegro ma non troppo 
Allegro vivace 
Premiere communion de la Vierge 
Regard des prophetes, des bergers et des Mages 
from Vingt Regards sur L'Enfant Jesus 
Two Nocturnes, Op. 62 
1. Andante 
2. Lento 
Four Transcriptions 
Liebeslied (Kreisler) 
-Intermission-
Minuetto (from L' Arlesienne Suite by Bizet) 
Daisies (Rachmaninov) 
Liebesfreud (Kreisler) 
Franz Joseph Ha" n 
(1732-
Ludwig van Beethoven 
(1770-1827) 
Olivier Messiaen 
(1908-1992) 
Fryderyk Franciszek 010pin 
(1810-1849) 
Sergei Rachmaninov 
(1873-1 
PROGRAM NOTES 
The human hands hold second place only to the human brain as a tool of 
startling variety and effectiveness. The hand can destroy or create, crush or 
caress, and accomplish a high finite number of things in between - and no 
activity celebrates the strength, flexibility, tenderness, and other abilities of 
the hand more than its role in playing the piano. Unlike a typewriter 
keyboard, or those of an organ, harpsichord, or accordion, the piano's 
mechanism permits the hand's action to be transmitted with the utmost 
sensitivity. Under proper control, the touches a player can employ defy 
categorization and description. This evening's agenda requires a great many 
such touches, and depends for its effects on their carefully thought-out 
employment. At certain special moments, the mastery of touch demanded 
exceeds that of all but a very few. Stylistic growth and development, from 
ydn to Messiaen, may be fairly compared to that between Dryden and Joyce. 
·• ~~w mechanisms of sound generation have been invented and exploited during 
this era, but the piano has remained the most serviceable and universal of all 
because of its enormous compass, from deep bass to brilliant altissimo, its single 
sound-board's uniformity of sonic color, but most of all, for its wide variety of 
responses to the touch of the human hand . 
•••••••••••• 
Franz Josef Haydn's Sonata No. 31, in E major, of 1776, falls almost at the 
midpoint of his stylistic development. Its three movements do not exceed those 
of the previous decade in length, playfulness, or motivic experimentation, but 
as they come just after his so-called Sturm und Drang period, they display a 
wider range of emotional instrumentalities than the first twenty or so extant 
sonatas. The first sonata-allegro movement features motion by step, both in 
themes and in the very extensive passage-work, much of which involves 
scales, some exceeding two octaves. Haydn offers short, pungent phrases, that 
twist and tum in unpredictable ways, especially teasing the listener with its 
avoidance of articulating a clear and contrasting second theme area. The left 
hand gets as active as the right in leading the listener's expectations away 
from main highways, and into shifting pedal point gulches, Alberti-triplet 
box canyons, and an ending that comes so soon, one wishes for more. Played by 
itself, this movement seems unfulfilled and unfulfilling, like a mystery novel 
in which we never find out whodunit. The second movement's binary design 
similarly seems cut off in mid-utterance, but this time, due to its attaca direct 
age into the finale, a theme-and-variations movement. Finally, in this 
'---.;ing Presto, we hear ideas from the previous movements most delicately 
recalled and brought to fruition, and realize that the whole sonata functions as 
a single organic unit, in which each movement's individual design plays a 
subsidiary role to the cyclic form of the three-movement unit. In this way, this 
sonata serves as one of the most seminal models for the cyclic procedures that 
dominate much of 19th-century construction. Haydn calls for light staccato, 
heavy staccato, short trills, and some carefully placed legato passages, but it 
seems somewhat doubtful about his dynamic intentions, since the best sources 
do not place forte or piano markings in the same places, and the manuscripts 
seem to omit them altogether. Part of the art of the performer of this work, 
then, is to decide for himself, based on his previous knowledge of other Haydn 
sonatas, as well as editorial suggestions, exactly what sound-portrait Haydn 
means to convey, and bring it to realization even without all the specific 
directions usually left for us. 
• ••••••••••• 
Ludwig van Beethoven's life took more twists and turns than a mere 
composer's usually does, and the most devastating one involves the fateful 
opus number 73, the opera Fidelio. Beethoven invested a decade-and-a-half 
into its composition, revision, production, and casting. At its end, the opera 
failed to make its point, to reach its audience, and the composer was 
devastated by his mild succes d' estime. This began his tum away from the 
public towards an expressive language that grew introverted, self-indulgent, 
and groped for a newness beyond the abilities of most to comprehend, 
culminating in the last piano sonatas and string quartets. The sonata played 
this evening, Op. 78 in F-sharp major, emerged from the master's pen in the 
first throes of the Fidelio disappointment. It reminds most Beethoven scholars 
of Op. 54 in F major: both have only two movements, both explore an emotional 
world unlike that of Beethoven's usual sonatas, and both display a lyricism of 
an almost depressive kind at times. In some ways, this first movement seems 
like the Haydn sonata, in that the almost-essay-like unfolding of its musical 
ideas do not come to a true denoument, do not lead to answers of any kind. And, 
in a completely different way, the second movement produces a very similar 
result. The pianist must play this sonata with great care, using an enormous 
variety of touches to convey these nexes of emotion, so that the tendrils at 
their edge become manifest, but not truly clear, either sonically or 
intentionally. In the first movement, no matter how the musical ideas rub 
against each other, the pianist must remain piano, with slight swells and a 
few sudden sforzandi, except for brief passages which, as they get started 
toward an extended forte (or in one case fortissimo), quickly return to piano 
before the climactic logic can reach its apparent zenith. The sudden forte at 
movement's end lasts only one measure and then stops abruptly. When done 
correctly, it feels like running into an unseen wall. 
The second movement behaves like a short rondo that tries to dance, but its 
tonality remains unstable throughout, leaning on its sub-dominant side. 
this movement ends, its dynamic and metric parameters disengage 
satisfactorily, but the F-sharp major chord at the end feels like the dominant 
of its own sub-dominant, an effect to be reiterated again from Op. 101 to 131. In 
its own special way, this sonata begins that deep inner exploration we know as 
late Beethoven, delicately, but decisively. The next sonatas: Op . 79, 81a, and 
90, return somewhat to the earlier heroic position, possibly because they had 
been, at least in part, begun before the Fidelio disaster . This sonata presages 
the next decade, in a way that even Beethoven does not yet realize; the choice 
of F-sharp major suggests that a sort of tonal borderline is being explored, but 
the full implications of the Klangwelt he now opens up will take him far 
afield from the trajectory he had followed since 1800. The tonic does not seem 
safe, as we usually call it, the home key. The meters and rhythms do not seem 
fully in control of the temporal organization, and the dynamics seem locked in 
straight jacket. Yet, the player must not let all this become obvious, but 
shrouded in the song of the first movement and the dance of the second 
movement. Beethoven sings and dances in the rain, but for him, the rain will 
never end . 
************ 
French music history changes direction more than any other nation in 
Europe. Every generation offers its own brand of surprises . Berlioz burst upon a 
stunned Gallic world in the 1830s, and Franck, Massenet, Satie, Debussy, 
Milhaud, Boulez, and others in their turn, redefined music for their own times 
and cultural milieus. Of all the creators of the last two centuries, none shocked 
his auditors more than Olivier Messiaen. He should have restricted his role 
to that of church man, organist in one of the splendid Parisian Houses of God. 
Instead, as a Nazi conquest all but destroyed France's spirit, and he himself 
suffered in a Nazi prison camp, he found his faith a guide for daily life that 
helped inspire his beleaguered countrymen. After the cynicism of the '30s, 
Messiaen expressed a pure faith that lasted through the '40s, that helped 
war-tom France rebuild itself spiritually as well as physically. Messiaen's 
orchestral, piano, and other secular forms involved themselves with the 
deepest meanings of Christ's promises as much as his church music. He wore 
his faith openly, unashamed, and as a model for the way that the redeemed 
France should behave. 
His musical language burst into entirely new continents of harmony, 
melody, rhythm, and tone color, becoming as radical as his lifestyle was 
conservative. His church music astounded parishioners, and his concert works 
seemed to defy the promise of his titles. His language kept evolving, from a 
kind of thick post-impressionism to a full serial antitonality. About halfway 
along this path, he writes a collection of virtuoso piano pieces called Vingt 
regards sur l'enfant Jesus [Twenty views of Baby Jesus], of which the works 
Aosen for this evening, the eleventh and sixteenth, are, respectively, the 
:miere communion de la Vierge [The first communion of the Virgin] and the 
Kegard des prophetes, des bergers et des Mages [View by prophets, shepherds, 
and the three Magi]. 
The set as a whole expounds on three musical themes, representing, as the 
composer's own notes reveal: 1) the divinity of the Father, 2) the unity of the 
star of Bethlehem with the Cross pointing to resurrection, and 3) a sense of 
agreement among the observers of the baby's messianic status. The long 
subtitle of number 11, Apres l'Annunciatwn, Marie adore Jesus en elle . . . man 
dieu, man fils, man Magnificat! - man amour sans bruit de paroles . . . [Just after 
her Annunciation, Mary worships Jesus still inside her ... "My God, my son, my 
magnification - -my love exceeds anything that can be said" J certainly 
expresses the intensity of the passion to be expressed, and that Messiaen 
quality of treating a sacred image or subject with the sort of immediacy we 
usually reserve for personal experience, in this case a woman's feeling for the 
new life within her when she first confirms her pregnancy. The piece begins 
with the God theme in the left hand, while the spinning arpeggio-like 
figuration in the right represents Mary's joy. This idea turns into a bird-call, 
Messiaen's notion of purity, of heaven on earth. Each of the feelings described 
in the subtitle follow in the music that follows, culminating in repeated F's in 
the deepest bass representing Baby Jesus' beating heart, that inspire thrilled 
ascending arpeggios, Mary's feeling of inexpressible joy. The quiet final sectio 
depicts Mary's quiet prayer, thanking the Lord for making her the vehicle f 
bringing His son to the earth, and therefore making her the most blessed, most --
favored of women. Such a depiction seems almost embarrassing in its naivete, 
but Messiaen's pure faith makes everything credible and dignified. The 
pianistic figurations here seem idiomatic and natural to the hand. The 
greatest problems in this movement come from some of the very complex 
rhythmic relationships within it, particularly in the repeated chord section 
just prior to Mary's awareness of the heartbeat within her. Rhythms like 
these serve as one of the pillars of Messiaen's personal style; he explains their 
uniqueness in his invaluable book Technique de man langue musicale [Technique 
of my musical language]. 
In the early Regards, the God and Cross themes serve as the main melodic 
material, but by the time we come to the 16th work, Messiaen buries them deep 
beneath a musical texture involved in the pictorialism of the exotic Magi, the 
ghosts of the prophets, and the simple shepherds. It begins with a rather 
straightforward duple meter and an obstinate variation of the God them over 
a bass marked comme un tam-tam (valeurs progressivement accelerees) [like 
the sound of a Chinese gong (rhythmic values gradually accelerating)], in 
which the steady right-hand meter fights the snowballing left-hand 
acceleration. The next section , marked Hautbois (un peu criard) [imitate the 
sound of an oboe (slightly on the shrill side)], introduces a new triplet rhythm 
that builds to a loud climax, after which the two ideas keep reiterating, often 
together, in ever-fresh combinations of motive and register. The inventiveness 
of the mixtures might be regarded as seriously rivaling that of Messiaen's 
ultimate master, Johann Sebastian Bach, but some commentators demur on 
that, since Bach's simultaneity ' s imposes far greater restrictions than any 
20th-century style. "-.d 
The pianist's hands undergo great strain in this movement. Save for one 
very soft passage, all the dynamic s remain on the loud side, with the right 
hand going from mezw forte to fortissimo, while the left hand does the 
opposite, followed by other similar combinations . It need hardly be said that 
the balances between the competing hands cause all sorts of problems for 
listener as well as pianist, as the focus of the principal material constantly 
shifts. The pianist will need the intermission after this work to shake his 
hands, wrists, and arms out . Imagine what it must be like to play all twenty 
pieces as a unit. Messiaen wrote them for his student, the brilliant and 
beautiful Yvonne Loriod, who would soon become his second wife. Surviving 
phonograph records of her performances of all the movements in this set were 
overseen by the.composer, and thus serve as a magnificent source for all 
subsequent interpreters, as authoritative as the musical notation itself. This 
makes 20th-century music different from that of all preceding ages. 
~ any discussion of piano touch, one must soon come to the music of Fryderyk 
• ciszek Chopin. Nobody explored the nuances of finger pressure on the 
ivories more intensely or richly as Chopin. And among the several genres of 
piano work in which he specialized, no type centers more on touch control than 
the Nocturne. This depiction of the mysterious romantic promise of the night, 
one of the 19th-century's most beloved types, had been invented as early as the 
1790s by the Irish virtuoso John Field, and had been picked up by a dozen or so 
subsequent figures - but nobody could draw more lyric romance out of it than the 
sickly Chopin, a man of such delicate health, of so consistent a string of 
infirmities that Saint-Saens said of him that "he was dying all his life ." 
Such a man dearly appreciated a good day, one in which he felt well enough to 
eat heartily, exercise, flirt a bit, and create a great deal. There were so few of 
these for him, that he took full advantage of each one. 
The Nocturne comes in two types: 1) the harmonic and atmospheric, in 
which the melody seems to dissolve before us like the maiden who has not 
come to the appointed tryst, and 2) the cantabile type, in which the piano 
sings a melody as lovely as it is unpredictable and rhapsodic. The latter type 
always seems like a miracle to me. The piano, after all, cannot sing!! Its 
sonority is that of hammers pounding on strings; the instant after the hammer's 
release, the tone falls to a thin buzz. That Chopin can find ways to produce 
the illusion of singing defies physics, logic, and acoustics. After many years in 
music, I still do not understand how he does it. But he does it so well, that we 
have grown accustomed to it and tend to take it as a given. But I never have -
and when I hear a Chopin line issuing forth like the hum of a musing soprano, I 
get the sort of thrill I felt when I attended the birth of my daughter . People 
a~m all the time, but that does not lessen the miraculous aspects of it. 
cr-' ,in's piano music gets performed more than that of anyone else, but it 
always seems born afresh, and its melodies never lose their lilt. 
The two Nocturnes Chopin published as Opus 62 come near the very end of 
the composer 's career, and are the 19th and 20th of the twenty-one he would 
.. 
bring to completion . The first, in B major, starts out as the simple melodic type, 
but digresses into inner voices, melismatic ornamentation, and free rhythmic 
passages that slowly dissolve into the harmonic type . The second, in E major, 
stays close to the melodic type everywhere but in the central Agitato section, 
and even there, the melodic line fights off ancillary ideas to maintain itself . 
Both explore that gray world between composition and improvisation, where 
ideas seem to have a life of their own, and try to drag the pianist's fingers 
away from formulas and cliches. In the Nocturnes of Op. 9, 15, or 27, the 
audience leaves bewitched by melodies they hum or whistle for the remainder 
-of that day. In Op. 62, they do not get the chance to know the melody well 
enough to do that, because Chopin keeps exploring alternate routes for the tune 
to take, alternate harmonizations, and alternative rhythmic interactions of so 
subtle and sophisticated a nature that the total melody seems made of cotton 
candy. Thus Op. 62 does not offer the simple pleasures of a Field or early 
Chopin Nocturne, but rather the rarefied atmosphere of a night of so man)_:; 
happy songs that they seem to run together, mixing with the smells of nig 
blooms and the lingering taste of kisses unlike those experienced any other · 
night. At the same time, the musical satisfaction of these two pieces strangely 
approximates that of the kind of unfolding we experience in Bach fugues; for 
Bach's interaction of integral voices, Chopin substitutes the constant 
rethinking, reworking, and reaffirmation of the power of musical material 
that seemed obvious at first, but at last reveals complexities we would never 
have expected, or for which we could hardly have hoped. Of all Chopin's 
Nocturnes, these two of Op. 62 have inspired the most varied interpretations. 
Every time we hear another pianist tackle them, we discover a new interplay 
of parameters that also makes us think of the never-ending richness in Bach. 
for someone who may own the Rubinstein or Horowitz recording at home, this 
performance may come as a profound surprise; if that person keeps an open 
mind, it will be a pleasant and renewing surprise. Its aftertaste will linger 
long enough to convince you once and for all that there is no one correct way to 
play these pieces in particular, and most great music as a genera .
.................. 
Nothing has changed musical life in our century so much as the canning of 
sound, whether in broadcast, telecast, or recorded form. Now we can hear a 
full Mahler orchestra in our living room, see a Verdi melodrama on our video 
screen, and rehear them again and again at our whim. Before this became 
possible, one skill many piano composers cultivated was that of transcription . 
By reducing an orchestral piece, chamber work , or opera scene for solo piano, it 
became available to anyone with a good piano and the technique to manage · . 
Brahms, Busoni, Anton Rubinstein, and Rachmaninov mastered this techni, _ 
and produced many wonderful examples of piano transcription. These thing 
get played nowadays less frequently than when they were new, and that 
seems a great shame. They may not be needed for the same reasons that called 
1 
them forth, but they still provide a useful service. The piano's unity of color 
probes deeply into the heart of what makes the music aesthetically 
significant, revealing and clarifying elements often somewhat masked by the 
original scoring. 
I cannot in all good conscience explain the special points that make Fritz 
I<reisler's Liebeslied and Liebesfreud or Bizet's Minuet from the Arlesienne 
theatre music, or Rachmaninov's own song "Daisies" special, for that amounts 
to explaining the punch lines of jokes. Every one of these pieces has been a 
popular ''hit" from the moment of conception to now, because it tells its tale so 
directly, openly, most often with a sentimentality as honest as it is sweet. One 
requires program notes to explain them about as much as one needs a raise in 
tuition. I merely reiterate here that you will hear more deeply into them than 
in their original manifestations. Rachmaninov excelled in the analytic sort of 
transcription, the probing into the viscera, so to speak. But this analysis 
r" ~als its full potential only when the hands of the pianist make every 
ii come forth in proper proportion, in high or low relief, to insure clarity . 
•••••••••••• 
Another evening has passed, and another pianist's hands have held you in 
thrall through all these diverse styles. You applaud gratefully, and as a 
reward, hear an encore or two or more ... Anthony di Bonaventura, more than 
most pianists, chooses appropriate and highly pleasurable encores, but of all 
of them, the best remain the pieces by the one composer who has remained at 
the core of this pianist's long and distinguished career - pray that you get to 
hear at least one of those marvelous sonatas by Domenico Scarlatti before 
leaving the concert hall. Even one of these will send you home happy! The 
pursuit of happiness is as important in the concert world as it is to the 
American dream. I feel sure that your prayer will be answered. 
Joel Sheveloff 
MEET THE ARTIST 
Anthony di Bonaventura, known around the world for his championship of 
new music and his dedication to the classics, has performed in 27 countries in 
recital and with such major orchestras as the Boston Symphony, New York 
Philharmonic, Philadelphia Orchestra, Chicago Symphony, Royal 
Philharmonic, and Vienna Symphony. He has appeared in the Great 
Performances Series at Lincoln Center and the festivals of Ann Arbor, 
Saratoga, Bergen (Norway), Graz (Austria), Spoleto and Lucca (Italy), Zagreb 
(Yugoslavia), Donaueschingen (Germany) and Almeida (England). During his 
second tour of Australia and New Zealand, he was the soloist for the concerts 
which opened the famed Sydney Opera House. 
Many of the most distinguished composers of our time - Gyorgy Ligeti, 
Luciano Berlo, Alberto Ginastera, Milko Kelemen, and Vincent Persichetti -
have written works especially for Anthony di Bonaventura, and he has 
performed the world premieres of each of the compositions: Ligeti's Conce, 
for Piano, Austria, 1986, (American premiere with the Saint Louis Symphony 
with Leonard Slatkin); Ginastera's Piano Sonato No. 2, Ann Arbor, 1982; 
Berio's Points on the Curoe to Find . .. , Germany, 1975; Persichetti's Piano 
Concerto, Dartmouth Festival, 1968. 
In 1991, di Bonaventura perfonned the Netherlands premiere of Witold 
Lutoslawski's Piano Concerto with the composer conducting, foJ1owed by 
performances also conducted by Lutoslawski with the Boston Symphony, 
Polish National Radio Symphony and San Francisco Symphony in 1993, on the 
occasion of the composer's 80th birthday. 
Di Bonaventura has recorded for the Columbia (Sony Oassica]), RCA, 
Connoisseur Society (IN-SYNC), Sine Qua Non and Titanic. His recording of 
the Debussy Etudes has been described by the Boston Globe as "one of the 
wonders of the world." His latest releases include fourteen Scarlatti Sonatas 
and the complete Rachmaninov Preludes and an an-Chopin disc for Titanic. 
Acknowledged as a master teacher of international stature, di 
Bonaventura is professor of music and chairman of the Piano Department at 
Boston University's School for the Arts and Founder-Director of the Piano 
Institute at Colby College in Maine. He has given masterclasses at many 
institutions including UCLA, University of Michigan, Eastman School of 
Music, Brigham Young University, North Carolina School for the Arts, 
University of Toronto, University of Texas, Tulane University, and the 
Yamaha School in Singapore. 
Di Bonaventura started his piano studies at the age of three, gave his first 
professional concert at the age of four, won a scholarship to New York's Mus· 
· School Settlement at six, and appeared as a soloist with the New York 
Philharmonic at thirteen. At sixteen, he became the pupil of 
the celebrated Russian teacher, Madame Isabella Vengerova, and later 
entered the Curtis Institute from which he graduated with the highest honors. 
Enthusiastic acclaim by critics and audiences alike came early in his career. 
After the artist's Washington debut, Paul Hume of the Washington Post wrote, 
"He can stand with the great players of Mozart's keyboard music." His 
brilliant performances in an early European tour led to his selection by Otto 
Klemperer to perform the complete Beethoven Concerti at the London 
Beethoven Festival. 
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